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abstract
With the thriving growth of the cloud computing, the security and privacy concerns of outsourcing
data have been increasing dramatically. However, because of delegating the management of data to an
untrusted cloud server in data outsourcing process, the data access control has been recognized as a
challenging issue in cloud storage systems. One of the preeminent technologies to control data access
in cloud computing is Attribute-based Encryption (ABE) as a cryptographic primitive, which establishes
the decryption ability on the basis of a user’s attributes. This paper provides a comprehensive survey
on attribute-based access control schemes and compares each scheme’s functionality and characteristic.
We also present a thematic taxonomy of attribute-based approaches based on significant parameters,
such as access control mode, architecture, revocation mode, revocation method, revocation issue, and
revocation controller. The paper reviews the state-of-the-art ABE methods and categorizes them into
three main classes, such as centralized, decentralized, and hierarchal, based on their architectures. We
also analyzed the different ABE techniques to ascertain the advantages and disadvantages, the significance
and requirements, and identifies the research gaps. Finally, the paper presents open issues and challenges
for further investigations.
© 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Cloud computing as the next generation of computing has
become extremely popular these days and received significant
interest from both academia and business. Even though there is
no unique definition for cloud computing, however, one typical
definition by many researchers comes from the National Institute
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of Standards (NIST): model for enabling ubiquitous, convenient,
on-demand network access to shared pool of configurable
computing resources (network, servers, storage, application, and
services) that can be rapidly provisioned and released with
minimal effort [1]. Cloud computing enables users to store their
data at remote storage servers. These robust servers are, however,
managed by a third party often called as a cloud service provider
(CSP) [2,3]. Besides, computer hardware such as memory, disk
space, and processor are virtualized and delivered to the end
users as a service via the public Internet [4,5]. A cloud facility
composed of thousands of virtual machines dispersed over a set
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of powerful data centers with diverse geographical points, which
are interconnected using the telecommunication links. In addition,
the cloud users are charged based on the actual amount of service
they have used as analogous to water or electricity bill [6,7].
The cloud computing model offers a number of advantages
for both users and service provider. For an end user, the benefits
are as follows: rapid elasticity, measured service, minimal upfront
investment, less maintenance cost and ubiquitous access to cloud
services [8,9]. On the other side, the virtualization technology used
in cloud computing results in a higher level of resource utilization
and therefore, imposes fewer electricity costs to service providers.
Although clouds are more reliable and have more powerful
infrastructure than personal computers, there are still security
concerns that prevent users to deploy their businesses in the
cloud and thus reduces the growth of cloud computing. The most
apparent reason why individuals and businesses are not willing to
delegate management of data to a cloud service provider as an untrusted third party is because they lose their physical control over
the outsourced data [10,11]. Apart from that, the sensitive data
in the cloud storage must be protected from unauthorized access.
Consequently, the data owner needs to ensure the confidentiality
of the outsourced data remains protected by using cryptographic
access control systems.
Recently, researchers have proposed several data access control
schemes to protect the stored data in the cloud computing.
Such schemes empower the data owner to securely handle
authorized users and revoke their permission rights. Attributebased encryption (ABE) is an important technique rendering the
different attributes of the data owner, user, or cloud environment
to implement the data access control [12–15].
This paper comprehensively reviews the state-of-the-art
attribute-based access control schemes used to protect the confidentiality of the outsourced data. We also study and classify the
characteristics of attribute-based approaches by devising thematic
taxonomy into six groups, namely access control mode, architecture, revocation mode, revocation method, revocation issue, and
revocation controller. The main contributions of the paper are as
follows: (1) studying the fundamental of ABE cryptosystem based
on attributes, data access, and policies (2) classifying the attributebased access control in cloud computing on the basis of their
architecture the authority center into three groups, such as centralized, decentralized, and hierarchical access control and reviewing each group of such techniques critically, and (3) presenting a
taxonomy for attribute-based access control in cloud computing
and analyzing the existing ABE techniques based on the taxonomy
to determine the advantages and disadvantages, the significance
and requirements, and identifies the research gaps. Moreover, we
identify open issue and challenges for attribute-based data access
control to guide prospective researchers and scholars to choose an
appropriate domain for future research and acquire ideas for further investigations. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first
effort that studies attribute-based access control applied in cloud
and distributed computing.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents
the fundamental concepts of identity-based encryption, proxy reencryption, and role-based access control. Section 3 discusses
the concept of attribute-based encryption, attribute policy, and
general circuit access structure. In Section 4, we categorize the
ABE methods on the basis of their architecture and presents a
comprehensive survey on the state-of-the-art ABE methods in
each category. Section 5 presents our proposed taxonomy of ABE
and compare current ABE schemes by using several significant
parameters presented in the taxonomy. Section 6 focuses on
the issues and challenges in current ABEs. Finally, the paper is
concluded in Section 7.

2. Background
This section thoroughly explores the idea and the architecture
of the three main cryptosystems, such as identity-based encryption, proxy re-encryption, and role-based access control, that are
used to define secure and reliable access control techniques in
cloud and distributed computing.
2.1. Identity-based encryption (IBE)
Shamir [16] was the first to propose the identity-based
encryption to communicate securely and verify the signatures
without exchanging the public or private key. The IBE scheme is
constructed based on a public key cryptosystem in which the user
is able to select an arbitrary string that provides a unique identity
for him and is available to the other party as a public key (i.e., any
combination of his name, social security number, address, phone
number). The corresponding private key, however, is generated
by using a Private Key Generator Center (PKG) instead of by users
because if a user can compute his private key, he is able to compute
the other party private key. Fig. 1 shows the difference between
private key, public key and identity-based encryption.
The original motivation of Shamir for designing IBE was to
simplify the certificate management in e-mail systems. When Alice
sends an email to Bob, the message will be encrypted by the
bob’s e-mail address as the public key (bob@company.com). Upon
receiving the email, Bob needs to authenticate himself to PKG for
obtaining his private key from the PKG to read the mail.
Boneh and Franklin [17] improved the Shamir scheme [16]
and proposed a fully-fledged IBE method based on bilinear maps
between groups and computational Diffie–Hellman assumption.
This scheme can help a user to delegate the duty to third parties
by giving one private key to each of them in accordance to their
responsibility.
2.2. Proxy re-encryption (PRE)
Proxy re-encryption (PRE) is a cryptographic primitive to turn a
ciphertext encrypted under one key into an encryption of the same
plaintext under different key by using a proxy. For example, Alice
receives emails from many clients, and wants to leave for vacation
and delegate her email access to Bob without sharing her secret
key with him. The simplest way for Alice to implement the PRE
scheme is to store her private key at the proxy on the email server.
When a proxy receives a ciphertext for her, it is decrypted by using
Alice’s private key and re-encrypted using Bob’s public key. The
main problem of this method is that the proxy should be a trusted
centre [18].
Blaze et al. [19] were the first to propose PRE scheme – BBS
approach – without requiring to learn the plaintext and secret
key based on the ElGamal cryptosystem [20]: Let G be a group
of prime order p and let g be a generator of G, Alice and Bob
distribute their public keys PK a = g a and PK b = g b and keeps
their discrete logarithms as a secret key (a, b). The sender chooses
a plaintext (m ∈ G) and a random number (r ∈ Zp ), generates a
ciphertext Ca = (C1 , C2 ) where C1 = g ar and C2 = m.g r , and then
transmits it to the Alice. The proxy uses the given re-encryption key
(Ra,b = b/a mod q) to divert the ciphertext from Alice to Bob by
Cb = (C1 Rka,b , C2 )

= ((g ar )b/a , m.g r )
= (g br , m.g r ).

(1)

Although, this scheme is semantically secure under the Decision Diffie–Hellman assumption in G, it has several issues such as
follows: (1) Bidirectionality: The Proxy is able to divert the Bob’s
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Fig. 1. Comparison private-key, public key and identity-based encryption schemes.

message to Alice by computing (Rka,b )−1 without getting permission from Bob, (2) Collusion: The proxy and Alice can collude to expose the Bob’s private key (skb = ska,b .ska ), (3) Re-encryption key
generation: To compute the re-encryption key, this method needs
a trusted third party, share their secret keys or to generate some
secure multi-party computation by the proxy.
Ivan and Dodis [21] presented unidirectional proxy encryption
by using standard public key cryptosystems in which Alice’s secret
key is divided by two parts (a = a1 + a2 ) and distributed between
Proxy and Bob. Upon receiving the ciphertext (m.g ar , g r ), the proxy
computes (m.g ar /g a1 ) and transfer it to another party. Therefore,
Bob is able to decrypt this message by ((m.g ar /g a1 ) /g a2 ). Although
this method solves the bidirectional problem of the BBS approach,
it also has some drawbacks as follows: this method needs a presecret-sharing, which does not change the ciphertext for Alice to
ciphertext for Bob and Bob requires to store the additional secret
key.
Ateniese et al. [22] addressed these problems and proposed
a unidirectional proxy re-encryption method based on bilinear
maps (e : G1 × G1 → G2 ). They also designed a master key security
without any required pre-sharing of secret keys between parties
to prevent any collusion attack. After choosing a plaintext (m ∈
G2 ) and a random number (r ), the sender computes and transfers
her ciphertext (Ca = (z r .m, g ra )), where z = e(g , g ). When the
message arrivesat the proxy,
 it is re-encrypted by using the reencryption key Rka,b = g b/a and diverted to Bob by computing
the following equation:

2.2.1. Applications of proxy re-encryption

Cb = (z r .m, e(g ra , g b/a ))

2.3. Role-based access control (RBAC)

= (z r .m, e(g , g )ra×b/a )

= (z r .m, z br ).

(2)

In general, the PRE schemes have to meet the following
requirements: (1) Unidirectional: Re-encrypting from Alice to Bob
does not permit to delegate from Bob to Alice, (2) Noninteractive:
The sender should be able to generate the re-encryption key by
Bob’s public key without requiring trusted third party, (3) Proxy
invisibility: This is an important feature of PRE schemes in which
the sender of a plaintext and the recipients should not be aware
of the existence of the proxy, (4) Original access: The sender
should be able to decrypt the re-encrypted ciphertexts that were
originally sent to her, (5) Optimal Key: The size of receiver’s secret
key should be constant irrespective of the number of accepted
delegations, (6) Collusion safeness: The scheme must be protected
against collusion attack, which allows the sender for delegating
the decryption rights to other party, while keeping signing rights
for the same public key, (7) Nontransitive: The proxy should not
be able to re-delegate the decryption right without obtaining
permission from sender, (8) Nontransferable: The decryption right
should not be re-delegated by the proxy and a set of colluding
recipients, (9) Temporary right: the receiver can only decrypt
the sender’s messages that were generated during some specific
time period t, and (10) Chosen-ciphertext safeness: Bob and proxy
should not be able to find Alice’s secret key by comparing some
known ciphertext and plaintext [22–25].

The PRE scheme has many potential applications for secure
e-mail forwarding, law enforcement, digital rights management
(DRM), and performing cryptographic operations on devices
with storage and computation limitations. The main potential
application of proxy re-encryption is securing the distributed
storage where an untrusted access control server is capable of
controlling access to encrypted files stored on distributed storage.
Ateniese et al. [22] implemented a distributed file system based
on proxy cryptography to reduce the trust needed in the key
server. In this approach, the data owner encrypts the files using a
fast symmetric key cryptosystem such as AES under content keys.
These keys are also encrypted under a master public key using
a unidirectional proxy re-encryption scheme and are stored with
files in a set of lockboxes. When an authorized client fetches the
encrypted file from storage, s/he extracts the lockbox and transfers
it to the access control server to re-encrypt it from the master
key to the client’s public key. The access control server is able to
re-encrypt the lockbox and returns it to the client if it has the
capability to possess an appropriate re-encryption key. The client
can then decrypt the re-encrypted block using his/her secret key
and decrypt the file block by it. The operation of the proxy reencryption for securing access to distributed file system is shown
in Fig. 2.

The design of access control and privilege management model
is a basic challenge of the large scale secure database systems
and mobile distributed applications because of the dynamic nature
of privileges and the fine-grained nature of entities. Role-based
access control (RBAC) has emerged as a well-known approach
in contrast with traditional mandatory access control, which can
regulate the access of users to resources and applications based
on identifying roles and activities of users in the system [26].
In general, the role is described as a semantic construct, which
includes a set of tasks, authority and responsibility related to
a particular working activity. Therefore, in RBAC, the access
authorizations on resources are assigned to the roles instead of
each individual user [27].
The RBAC can be used as follows: (1) one of the best solutions to
provide the security features in multi-domain digital government
infrastructure [28] and meets the complex requirement of webbased application [29], (2) a centralized policy management, which
allows an organization to implement a central control over its
resources, (3) a decentralized policy management, which allows
many administrators with different authorizations and privileges
to inhabit different locations, and (4) an efficient way to simplify
security administration on the basis of roles to organize access
authorization, for example, when the responsibility of a user to be
changed, it only needs to assign a new role to user and revoke the
old role [30].
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Fig. 2. Operation of the proxy re-encryption for securing access to distributed file system.

3. Attribute-Based Encryption (ABE)
Sahai and Waters [13] introduced Attribute-Based Encryption
(ABE) as a new type of IBE scheme in which the identities are
viewed as a set of descriptive attributes. The KPG of ABE scheme
generates a user’s private key considering with the attributes
associated with a user’s identity. In an ABE model, Bob is able
to decrypt the message encrypted with a set of Alice’s attributes,
ω, if he has a certain set of attributes as measured by the ‘‘set
overlap’’ distance metric. In other words, Bob can decrypt a
ciphertext by his secret key, ω′ , if and only if at least d components
of the encrypted
message are matched with Bob’s private key

components |ω ∩ ω′ | ≥ d where d shows the error-tolerance in
terms of minimal set overlap. As a result of this feature, the data
owners are able to store the data on an untrusted server (i.e., cloud
service provider) without the need to check authentication before
delivering a document. However, this cryptosystem can only
be applied for error-tolerant encryption with biometrics, which
restricts it to design more general systems.
ABE schemes are classified into two main types, as follows:
1. Key-Policy Attribute-Based Encryption (KP-ABE): is a public key
cryptography scheme for one-to-many communications in
which the user’s private keys are associated with policies, while
ciphertexts are labeled by sets of attributes [14]. The user’s private key in KP-ABE is identified by an access-tree structure
where the user’s attributes are located in the leaves. The interior nodes of this access-tree are the threshold gates, which
are described by their children and a threshold value kx where
0 < kx ≤ numx . A user is able to decrypt a ciphertext with a
given key if and only if the data access structure is satisfied by
the attributes associated with a ciphertext. One of the important
application of KP-ABE techniques is to ensure the confidentiality of outsourced data, for example in [31]. The main idea behind
this method is to divide the data into two parts as a header and
body so that the body is encrypted by using an encryption key
of header part. Moreover, the data owner is able to delegate the
decryption privilege to the user group by using the type-based
proxy re-encryption protocol.
2. Ciphertext-Policy Attribute-Based Encryption (CP-ABE): is the
second type of ABE cryptosystem in which ciphertexts are
associated with policies, whereas the user’s private key is identified with a set of descriptive attributes as a string. An encryptor specifies a policy that private keys must satisfy to decrypt
the message by using an access tree structure [32]. A user is able
to decrypt a ciphertext with a given key if and only if the data
access structure is satisfied by the attributes associated with the
private key to nodes of the tree. Fig. 3 illustrates the encryption
and decryption procedure of KP-ABE and CP-ABE.
CP-ABE is more suitable to control data access in cloud storage
systems than KP-ABE because it gives data owners the ability
to select an access structure based on attributes and to encrypt
data under this structure regarding to the corresponding public
attributes [33,34]. However, applying CP-ABE method to control
data access in cloud storage systems leads into two main security
problems in terms of attribute revocation, such as backward issue

and forward issue. (1) Backward security issue indicates a new user
is able to access and decrypt the messages, which are encrypted
and transmitted before joining to the system, and (2) Forward
security issue indicates once a user leaved a group or an attribute of
user is revoked, s/he still is able to access to future data. Since each
attribute can be shared by multiple users, revocation of an attribute
or a user affects the other users. In the rest of this section, we
elaborate the fundamental of attribute based encryption method.
3.1. Monotone and non-monotone circuits access structure/policy
The attribute-based cryptosystem comprises two important
components, such as attribute and objects. An attribute involves
a unique identifying string and its hash (x, H (x)), and objects
indicate the encrypted or recovered data based on ABE method
[35,36]. An attribute policy refers to a specification of a set of
attributes and threshold (as cryptographic operations) that can be
used to encrypt an object. Attribute policy (P ) generally can be
defined as follows:
P = Tk (S ) |S ⊆ A,

S ̸= ∅, 1 ≤ n ≤ |S |

(3)

where S indicates a subset of all attributes, and Tk (S ) indicates a
policy is encrypted using a set of attributes under threshold of n.
On the other hand, logical conjunction and disjunction (‘‘AND
logic’’ and ‘‘OR logic’’ policy) are also applicable to attribute policy
using the threshold primitive, in which the threshold n-out-of-n
attributes and the threshold 1-out-of-n attributes are necessary to
decrypt an objective in the logic policy, respectively [37].
When the input of policies does not belong to a sub-set of
attributes, the policy expression is more complex. For example,
to encrypt an object (oi ) under a policy P1 ∨ P2 ∨ P3 including
three complex policies, the data owner needs to encrypt the input object (oi ) under each policy (P1 , P2 , and P3 ) and concatenate them together E (oi , P1 ) .E (oi , P2 ) .E (oi , P3 ). Moreover, for
encrypting an objective (oi ) under a policy P1 ∨ P2 ∨ P3 , it requires to sequentially encrypt the object (oi ) under each policy
E (E (E (oi , P1 ) , P2 ) , P3 ) [35].
There are two different expression for policies, such as
Monotonic Boolean policy, and Non-monotonic Boolean policy.
(1) Monotonic Boolean policy: Let the set {a1 , a2 , . . . , am } be the
universe of all attributes, a subset of the attribute set (S ∈
2{a1 ,a2 ,...,am } ) is monotonic if ∀B, C if : B ∈ C &B ⊆ C then
C ∈ S [38]. The main characteristic of the monotonic Boolean policy is that the policy has to be constructed from ‘‘AND logic’’ and
‘‘OR logic’’ to arbitrarily combine attributes. (2) Non-monotonic
Boolean policy: Supporting a ‘‘NOT gate’’ as a logical primitive is
a great extension for decelerating the policies especially when the
user attributes are mutually exclusive. However, the monotonic
policies are unable to support this feature. A naive way to overcome
this problem is to define a negation for all individual attributes as
a primitive attribute, which results in an additional management
burden for both users and the authority. This is because each user
must hold a non-negative or negative of all attributes in the system. A number of monotonic and non-monotonic ABE methods are
summarized in Table 1.
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Fig. 3. The comparison between key-policy and ciphertext-policy attribute-based encryption methods.
Table 1
A review on policy expression in different type of ABE methods.
Schemes

ABE type

GPSW [14]
OSW [40]

Pol. Exp.

Description

Drawbacks

Monotonic

Using an absence of attribute to support non-monotonic
policy
Using the broadcast revocation scheme [41] in which a
user will be revoked by giving revoked users redundant
information
Optimizing the broadcast revocation scheme [41] by
defining several local revocation equations instead of a
global polynomial.
Achieving very short ciphertexts using a new
identity-based revocation

Increasing the total number of attributes

Expressing an access predicate f in terms of any
monotonic formula over attributes
It creates a direct construction for constructing a policy
using a single AND gate
Any attribute access structure can be expressed by
Linear Secret Sharing Scheme (LSSS) matrix M.

Lack of satisfaction with generic group model
proofs
Restricted to a fixed number of system
attributes
More computation cost for attribute
decryption

Supporting unbounded size of attribute set and access
policies by using [42]

Proving the security only based on q-type
assumptions

KP-ABE
Non-monotonic

LSW [42]

ALP [43]
BSW [32]
CP-ABE

Monotonic

CP-ABE/KP-ABE

Non-monotonic

CN [44]
W [45]
YAHK [46]

3.2. General circuit access structure
Access structure can be specified on the basis of Boolean circuits
with one output wire in which each attribute relates to an input
wire of the Boolean circuit [39]. When a set of attributes leads the
circuit to a trust value, this set of attributes is considered as an
authorized set. An access structure is defined based on all of the
authorized sets.
Goyal et al. [14] were the first to propose KP-ABE method on
the basis of monotonic access structure (consisting only of AND,
and OR gates). Since, the key’s access formula in this method is
unable to support negative constraints, a new KP-ABE method
is designed based on non-monotonic Boolean formulas in [40].
However, the existing KP-ABE methods [14,40–46] are vulnerable
to backtracking attack when the access structure is defined by
general circuit because of applying secret sharing techniques and
bilinear maps together.
In other words, the main reason for creating backtracking attack
is that any value calculated at the input wire of OR-gate, has to be
similar to the other value, which calculated at the other input wire
due to the way of secret sharing in OR-gate. As a result, if the value
at one of the input wire of OR-gate is disclosed, the value at the
other input wire can be computed implicitly by the attacker. Since
this value can be transferred to other gates, there is a possibility to
calculate the value at the output wire of the circuit, which is started
from values related to unauthorized set of attributes.
Garg et al. [47] addressed backtracking problem by proposing
a KP-ABE method for general circuits based on leveled multilinear
maps [48] (under Decisional Bilinear Diffie–Hellman assumption)
where the keys are associated with the circuits that are layered
and monotonic. The work in [49]presented an ABE for circuits
under the standard Learning With Errors (LWE) assumption in

The private key size is increasing by a
multiplicative factor of log (number of
attributes)
Losing all access right by revoking a single
attribute of a user
The private key size is increasing a factor of
number of attributes

which the public parameters and ciphertext grow linearly with
the depth of the circuit. The main idea behind this method is to
overcome backtracking attack by applying Two-to-One Recoding
(TOR) scheme for assessing general monotone Boolean circuits. The
TOR scheme prevents the values at input wires of OR-gate to be
used in other gates and instead, the key components are related to
the input wires of the circuit and to the output wire of each gate.
The circuit in this method is assessed bottom-up and the values
related to output wires of gates in level j are powers of g(j+1) .
Dragan et al. [50] proposed an efficient KP-ABE method on the
basis of secret sharing and chained multilinear maps to reduce
the number of decryption key components in [47]. The chained
multilinear maps also can be defined easily and has smaller size
than the circuit depth. This method divides the logical gates into
two categories: logical gates of fan-out, and FANOUT-gates that
multiplies the output of a logic gate. The secret sharing technique
that is used to broadcast the secrete among the input wires of the
circuit is as follows: (1) Sharing the output wires of a FANOUTgate by randomizing a value rated to the input wire of the gate
and transferring this random value to downward logic gates for
sharing; and (2) Sharing the output wire of a logic gate among
its input wires based on the input wire levels of the gate. When
the shared values are received by all input wires of the circuit,
a secret reconstruction procedure calculates values to each wire
for bottom-up assessing the circuit. Since the bilinear map has
a forward direction, this scheme can prevent the backtracking
attack.
4. Attribute-based access control in cloud storage
The ABE methods play an important role in fine-grained access
control in cloud computing. In the rest of this paper, we critically
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Fig. 4. The architecture of centralized attribute-based access control in cloud storage.

review the existing attribute-based access control techniques in
cloud computing. This paper categorizes such ABE techniques
according to their architecture – the authority center – into three
groups, such as centralized, decentralized, and hierarchical access
control. The authority center is an important component in the
architecture of ABE protocols.
4.1. Centralized attribute-based access control in cloud storage
The architecture of access control systems under the centralized
ABE cryptosystem consists of four main components: (1) Data
owner (Do): Who is responsible for determining attribute-based
access policy, dividing his own data into different parts, encrypting
each part by using symmetric encryption methods under different
content keys, and then encrypting these keys by applying CP-ABE
method considering with the access policy structure before storing
them in the cloud storage, (2) User: The individual or enterprise
that has a set of attributes depending on its roles in the system.
The user is authorized to access the stored data if the access policy
associated with the ciphertext which was defined by data owner
is satisfied by his/her attributes, (3) Cloud service provider (CSP):
This entity provides data outsourcing services and data access
services for data owners and users. The CSP consists of data servers
to control data access, and a data service manager to handle the
attributes of users, and (4) Central authority: This is a fully trusted
party that is in charge of entitling, revoking, and updating the
attributes of users. It also generates public and private parameters
for the systems and grants the different access to users based
on their attributes. Fig. 4 shows the architecture of centralized
attribute based access control in the cloud computing.
The most important challenge in designing centralized attribute
based data access methods in cloud computing is to support the
attribute and user revocation. This is because joining of a new
user or revoking of one of the existing users frequently takes
place in cloud computing. These processes have a considerable side
effect on the efficiency of ABE mechanism in cloud computing. For
example, when a user is revoked from the list of the authorized
users, other users who have the shared attribute with the revoked
user, have to update their private keys. Performing this update
task incurs high computation cost on the users, especially when
they are using the mobile devices with the limited computing
power. Recently, some researchers have focused on a attribute
based access control with efficient revocation technique. In the
rest of this section, we analyze the centralized ABE methods in
cloud computing and classify them based on a revocation model
into four groups: timed rekeying revocation, proxy re-encryption
revocation, lazy revocation, and revocable-storage ABE.

4.1.1. Timed rekeying revocation
The usual solution to address the attribution revocation issue
is to use a timed rekeying mechanism. In some works such as
[32,35,51], the authority is responsible to append an expiration
time to each of the attributes. For example, Bob can decrypt a
message, which is encrypted by Alice, iff Bob’s expiration time
is greater than or equal to Alice’s expiration time. However,
these approaches are vulnerable to forward and backwards issues.
The authority also generates and periodically broadcasts the key
update of users for updating the keys of non-revoked users without
considering whether they are a member of the group and have the
share attribute.
Boldyreva et al. [52] built an attribute-based method on the
Fuzzy IBE primitive [13] and binary tree data structure to improve
the efficiency of attribute revocation. In this method, each message
is decrypted based on two attributes, such as the receiver identity
and the expiration time. The decryption key also consists of two
parts as private key and key update that are corresponding with
identity and time period. Since the trusted authority is in charge
of generating the private key and the key update, it can simply
revoke the attribute by holding the key update distribution. To
reduce the number of computation key update by the authority
from linear to logarithmic, the binary tree is used in which users are
the leaves of tree and the intermediate nodes are the polynomial
of a decryption key. Each user is able to obtain the identity key by
computing polynomials of all nodes on the path from the user node
to the root node. However, the main weak point of this method is
that it is defenseless against forward and backward issues.
4.1.2. Proxy re-encryption revocation
Hur and Noh [53] proposed an efficient attribute revocation
scheme based on CP-ABE in which the CSP is responsible
to overcome the forward and backward issues using the reencryption method. Hence, before transferring data to users within
the attribute revocation phase, the encrypted data association with
data access structure and a set of attribute groups will be reencrypted under a set of the membership information for each
attribute group and the new set of group attribute keys. Upon
receiving the re-encrypted ciphertext, the user needs to compute
the attribute group key from the data access structure and then
decrypt the ciphertext by using the secret keys. However, the
performance of this method is dependent on the trustworthy level
of the CSP.
Yang et al. [54] considered the problem of semi-trust cloud
server for attribute revocation scheme and designed an attributebased fine-grained access control by assigning a number to each
attribute as a version key. When a user’s attribute is dropped,
a new version key and an update key will be generated by the
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trusted authority to update the secret key of all the non-revoked
users (to overcome backward issue). Furthermore, the users who
newly joined to the group and have a sufficient attribute need to
access the previous data by updating all the ciphertexts associated
with the revoked attribute. Since preforming the modification by
the data owners incurs a heavy overhead on them, the ciphertext
update is carried out by PRE method in CSP (to overcome forward
issue).
Cheng et al. [55] proposed an efficient method to optimize
the revocation scheme based on CP-ABE. To reduce the cost of
revocation operation, data owner selects a random block of the file
as the dynamic data instead of whole file to perform the revoke
operation. However, the main drawback of this method is that the
data publication and retrieval overhead are increasing due to the
usage of a secret sharing scheme [56] for dividing the input file into
n blocks and sharing the blocks.
Tysowski and Hasan [57] designed a key management to ensure the security of outsourcing data in the cloud for resourceconstrained mobile devices. To reduce the computational and
communication overhead on mobile devices of the data owner or
the user, the authors considered two following ways: (1) associating the mobile devices with the cloud to generating the keys, and
(2) combining the proxy-based re-encryption with the CP-ABE to
delegate the required computation of the attribute revocation process to the cloud.
4.1.3. Lazy revocation
Although the proxy re-encryption is an important technique
to perform the access revocation in several methods [53,54], it
imposes a huge overhead on the client side and server side. To
reduce the overhead of access revocation, Fu [58] presented a
crucial method, namely lazy revocation in which the required reencryption is postponed until the next write access request. In
other words, the lazy revocation greatly decreases the number of
required re-encryption to improve the performance of the system.
Since the lazy revocation leads to fragmentation of encryption
keys, the lazy revocation needs key regression [59] or key-updating
schemes [60] to generate the old version of keys for decrypting the
files that are not yet re-encrypted. Zarandioon et al. [61] improved
the backes key-updating schemes by proposing a new hierarchical
key updating method on the basis on Bilinear Diffie–Hellman
problem to support lazy revocation.
Barsoum and Hasan [62] introduced a method, which allows
the data owner to dynamically outsource the data to the cloud
storage and manage data access and user access revocation. The
authors also designed a data structure, namely Block Status Table
(BST), to support dynamic data update. The BST is stored in the
local storage of the DO, who is responsible for updating the table
during modify, insert, and delete operations. This table contains
three columns, namely: Serial Number (SN), Block Number (BN),
and Version Number (VN). The SN is the actual (or physical)
position of the block in the file while the BN shows the logical
location of the block in the file. The VN of each block indicates the
number of dynamic operations applied to the block so far. Upon
outsourcing a data block for the first time, the VN is set to one and
for every dynamic operation of this block, the VN is incremented
by one. Furthermore, to support access control over dynamic data,
three cryptographic techniques are combined in this approach,
namely broadcast encryption, lazy revocation, and key rotation.
The broadcast encryption allows the data owner to encrypt the
rotation secret key to enable the authorized users to access the
outsourced data. The lazy revocation is also used to efficiently
support user revocation. Finally, the key rotation technique is in
charge of enabling the authorized users to access the updated or
new block that is encrypted by using a new key. It is because after
updating a block or generating a new block, the block must be
encrypted under a new key that is generated by the rotation secret
key.
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4.1.4. Revocable-storage attribute-based encryption (RS-ABE)
Since the user’s credentials can be changed over the time in
the organizations, the ABE data access methods have to support
user revocation technique for revoking the private keys of some
of the users. When a user is revoked at time T , he/she cannot
decrypt the messages, which will be encrypted after the revocation
time. However, the revoked user can still learn information about
the messages that were created before the revocation time (T ).
The first idea to overcome the revocation issue is to update all
decrypted messages by using the publicly available information
when some users’ credentials are revoked. However, by increasing
the number of revoked users, the decryption time is linearly
increasing and the ciphertext may grow enormously because of the
requirement to re-encrypt all messages after revoking a user.
Sahai et al. [63] was the first to address this issue by proposing a
revocable storage ABE method (RS-ABE) that enables an untrusted
third party to store ciphertexts for revoking access on previously
encrypted data. The main idea behind this method is to introduce
a new concept, namely ciphertext delegation, in which a ciphertext
with access policy Cp is delegated to a more restrictive policy Cp′ by
adding the time to a set of attributes and using publicly available
information (public keys).
Lee et al. [64] reduced the length of ciphertext by recommending a new ABE method, namely self-updatable encryption (SUE), in
which a user’s private key and ciphertext are associated with time.
As a result, a user has capability to decrypt the ciphertext with policy p when the time of private key is a head of the time of ciphertext and the attributes of his private key satisfies the policy. The
user revocation mechanism in SUE is constructed based on [52] in
which the complete subtree method is used to update the keys of
non-revoked users securely.
4.2. Decentralized attribute-based encryption
The main restriction of the centralized ABE protocols is the
existence of only one central authority to generate the private
keys for the users based on the verified attributes. Therefore, these
protocols can be used to share information on the basis of a policy
of a unique entity or organization. However, most of the time, there
are different entities or organizations with different policies to
share the information. As a result, we require designing a protocol
to support different entities who monitor the attributes of all users.
Chase [65] was the first to introduce a multi-authority ABE
protocol by assigning a global identifier (GID) for each of the users.
The GID is a unique name, serial number, or any identifying string
that helps the authorities to distinguish the users beyond their
attributes and prove the users’ credentials. In the multi-authority
system, one of the authorities is considered as a central authority
(CA) who is responsible for generating a setup keys for each user on
the basis of the GID of user. The CA also hold a master secret key to
decrypt the messages. Each of the authorities uses a pseudorandom
function (PRF) to generate the random secret keys for each user
based on the corresponding GID. It is because to make the secret
key independent from the other users’ keys and prevent collusion.
If the user has the sufficient attributes for satisfying each of the
authorities, the CA allows the user to decrypt the message by
computing the additional value, which must be combined with
the user secret key. However, the Chase scheme is unable to
distribute control over multi untrusted authorities because of the
existence of the central authority that has the capability to decrypt
every message. Furthermore, the privacy of users are not preserved
against the authorities due to the usage of a consistent GID.
Lin et al. [66] addressed these issues and designed a threshold based scheme, namely multi authority fuzzy identity based encryption (MA-FIBE) scheme, without requiring a central authority.
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Fig. 5. The architecture of DACC method.

The authors employed the Distributed key generation (DKG) protocol [67] and joint zero secret sharing (JZSS) protocol [68] to remove
the central authority. However, the main difficulty of this method
is that the security of the system will be compromised with collusion of more than t users, where t is a system parameter selected
at setup phase and directly determine the efficiency of the system.
In [69], the Chase scheme [65] is improved by using a distributed PRF to remove the central authority. The authors designed
an anonymous key issuing protocol to preserve the security of
users against the collusion of authorities. The users are also able to
communicate with the authorities through pseudonyms instead of
using the GID. Since at least one attribute from each of the authorities should be released for the users, this method is impractical.
Lewko and Waters [70] proposed the fully decentralized ABE
protocol in which any party is able to act as an authority to issue
secret keys for the users. The previous decentralized ABE protocols [65,69] prevent the collision of authorities by randomizing the
users’ secret keys. However, such randomizing is unable to simultaneously provide the autonomous key generation and collusion
resistance goals due to the lack of an entity to compile all pieces.
As a result, the authors employed a hash function on the users’ GID
to provide collision resistance across multiple key generations in
various authorities. On the other hand, the user is able to encrypt
the data by employing Linear Secret Sharing scheme (LSSS) that
is issued on the basis of any set of authorities. Although the Lewko
and Waters method supports the attribute revocation feature, it incurs high computation overhead on the users because this method
is constructed based on bilinear groups of composite order.
Ruj et al. [71] extended the Lewko and Waters scheme [70] by
designing a distributed access control scheme for cloud computing
(DACC) on the basis of bilinear pairings on elliptic curves. The DACC
scheme supports collision resistance and user revocation without
having to redistribute the keys to all users. The main novelty of
such method is considering a new entity as key distribution centers
(KDCs) to generate and distribute secret keys to the users. In other
words, the KDCs can be managed by different companies to issue
various credentials for the users on the basis of the policy of
organizations. The architecture of the DACC method is illustrated
in Fig. 5. To encrypt the data in DACC method, the user, firstly,
converts the Boolean access tree to the LSSS matrix and outsources
the encrypted data along with the LSSS matrix to the cloud. When
a user un with a set of attributes Iun is revoked, all users must
change the stored data that have the attributes of the revoked
user. However, this method incurs high communication overhead
on the users because they must send a new ciphertext to all of
the non-revoked users. Furthermore, such the method is unable to
support user authentication. On the other hand, the users do not
have permission to modify the outsourced data in the cloud.

Fig. 6. The architecture of DAC-MACS method.

Yang et al. [72] proposed an efficient data access control for
multi-authority cloud storage (DAC-MACS). The authors considered two types of authorities in the DAC-MACS scheme: (1) Global
certificate authority that is responsible for generating a global
identity for each user and authority, and (2) Attribute authorities
who are in charge of generating secret key for each users based
on their global identity and public key for each attribute; and
revoking and updating users’ attributes. The DAC-MACS scheme
achieves the collision resistance by using the user and authority
identity because all of the attributes can be easily recognizable. The
authors also implemented a token-based decryption outsourcing
method based on outsourcing the decryption of ABE ciphertexts
method [37] to improve the efficiency of decryption function on
the user side. However, the revoked user is still able to decrypt new
ciphertexts. Furthermore, if the recently join user has got enough
attributes, she can decrypt the previously published ciphertexts
(Forward Security) [72]. Fig. 6 shows the architecture of the
DAC-MACS scheme.
In [73], Yang and Jia suggested a revocable data access control scheme for multi-authority in the cloud storage by improving the DAC-MACS method and extending the single-authority
method [74]. For example, to improve the efficiency of the attribute revocation algorithm, instead of updating all of the ciphertexts that associated with any attribute within the authority in the
DAC-MACS method, the ciphertexts of the revoked attributes need
to be updated only. Moreover, unlike the DAC-MACS method, each
attribute is able to be appeared more than one time in a ciphertext. Similar to the DAC-MACS method, the authors divided the
authorities into the global certificate authority and the attribute
authorities. However, to prevent the global certificate authority
from decrypting the ciphertext, the attribute authorities are responsible to generate the required public keys for encrypting the
data together. Furthermore, the attribute authorities generate a
version number for each attribute to address the attribute revocation problem. The ciphertext updating process during the attribute
revocation function is also delegated to the servers for improving
the efficiency of the method.
The main limitation of the DAC-MACS and Revocable DACMACS scheme is that the authenticated users are unable to access
the outsourced data anonymously. Ruj et al. [75] overcame this
issue by proposing a decentralized access control scheme that
supports the anonymous authentication characteristic. In other
words, the cloud has the capability to verify the authentication of
users without having to know their identities by using attribute
based signature scheme [76]. To prevent the replay attack in the
attribute based signature scheme, the data owner must attach the
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Fig. 7. Hierarchical attribute-based encryption scheme architecture.

time stamp t to the signed message before sending to the cloud.
As a result, the revoked users are unable to create a new signature
with new time stamp to modify the data.
4.3. Hierarchical attribute-based encryption
Gentry and Silverberg [77] were the first to propose a
Hierarchical ID-based encryption (HIDE) to support one-to-many
encryption. In other words, a root private key generator is able to
securely delegate its duty to lower-level private key generator to
generate the private keys for users in each domain.
Wang et al. [78] designed a hierarchical attribute-based encryption (HABE) scheme on the basis of the HIBE and the CP-ABE
systems to provide the fine-grained access control in the cloud
computing. The HABE scheme consists of the following entities:
(1) a root master who is in charge of generating the system parameters and domain keys, (2) multiple domains who are responsible
for transferring the keys to the domain masters and secret keys to
the users, (3) domain masters (DMs) who are known as the users’
administrator in each domain, and (4) the users and attributes that
are connected to leftmost and rightmost DMs, respectively. Fig. 7
shows a simple architecture of HABE scheme.
The HABE method includes three main phases: (1) Creating a
file: Before sharing the generated file, the data owner needs to
define a disjunctive normal form policy, encrypt the file using
BGHP method [79] and transferring the divided file to the cloud.
After receiving the file, the CSP verifies the sender and distributes
the file among servers. (2) Adding a new user: Upon joining a
new user to the system, a unique ID and a set of attributes are
selected for the user. Then, by using the Extraction algorithm in
the HIBE system [77], a private key is generated for the user.
(3) User revocation: In the first step of user revocation, the attribute
list of DMs should be updated. After receiving the user ID and
the corresponding list of attributes, the CSP deletes the user ID
from user list and then the user secret key should be updated by
applying the proxy re-encryption and lazy revocation techniques.
However, using the disjunctive normal form policy for creating
a file and putting all attributes under a specific DM make the
implementation of the HABE difficult. This is because each attribute
is administrated by several DM. Moreover, the combination of
attribute is not efficiently supported by this method.
Zhiguo et al. [80] addressed the limitations of HABE method by
extending the CP-ABE method to propose a hierarchical attributeset-based encryption (HASBE) scheme. Furthermore, instead of
using proxy re-encryption and lazy revocation techniques to
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support the user revocation, the authors used multiple values as
access expiration time to improve the efficiency of the method.
To encrypt the data in the HASBE method, the data owner uses a
tree access control [81] in which the leaf nodes are attributes and
the intermediate nodes are threshold gates. On the other hand, the
authorized user is able to decrypt a ciphertext if a recursive set
based key structure of the user satisfies the tree access structure
where each element of the key structure can be a set or an element
corresponding to an attribute. The HASBE method consists of two
main phases: (1) Creation file: the data owner must encrypt the
file using a symmetric data encryption key (DEK) and then defines
an access tree structure to encrypt the DEK. (2) Key revocation: a
key-expiration attribute is embedded in the user’s key to show the
validation of the key. The policy associated with the data is used
for checking the validation of the key.
Most of the existing HABE methods suffer from hierarchical
relation between attributes in the same category [78,80,82,83]. To
overcome this issue, Wang et al. [84] proposed a new ciphertextpolicy hierarchical attribute-based encryption (CP-HABE) method
on the basis of sets of attribute paths that are defined in
attribute trees. The authors leveraged Linear Integer Secret Sharing
(LISS) [85] for presenting the access control policies by using a
distribution matrix.
In [86], the author focused on the scalability and flexibility
issue in access control area and proposed an efficient CP-HABE
method by making the size of ciphertext and the computation of
bilinear pairing constant in cloud computing. The authors used a
system model with hierarchical structure, which consists of rootlevel authority, top-level domain authority, and low-level domain
authority for managing the attributes (Fig. 8). The root authority is
responsible of generating the system parameters and authorizing
the top-level domain authorities. The low-level domain authorities
are also responsible for managing the other low-level authorities
or the data owner and users in their authorities. In other words,
each data owner is managed by her low-level authority, which
this authority is managed by its parent authority. This hierarchical
structure with inherent properties reduces the computation cost of
encryption and decryption of the data. Before outsourcing a new
file to the cloud servers, the data owner encrypts it by using a
symmetric key and then the key will be encrypted based on the
data owner attributes. As a result, if the user’s attributes satisfied
the access control, the user is able to obtain the symmetric key in
order to decrypt the outsourced file.
Wang et al. [87] developed a file hierarchy ciphertext-policy
attribute-based encryption (FH-CP-ABE) scheme by extending the
CP-ABE method [32] and using the layered model of access policy
as a hierarchical structure. The main idea behind this method is
to integrate the different access structures of files in to a single
access structure, which can be used to encrypt the files in the
same hierarchical structure. The core advantage of the FH-CP-ABE
method is that the computation cost of encryption and decryption
of the files decreases as well as the storage cost of ciphertext. For
example, to share k hierarchical files with k access levels in the
cloud computing, the data owner is able to encrypt the different
level of the files by using an integrated access structure. Since the
data owner needs to compute an integrated ciphertext and the
common attributes only one time, the computation cost of the
system is increasing dramatically. Fig. 8 depicts the architecture
of the FH-CP-ABE method.
5. Taxonomy and comparison of attribute-based encryption
data access
Fig. 9 shows the thematic taxonomy of ABE methods for accessing data in the cloud computing. The methods are categorized
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Fig. 8. Ciphertext policy hierarchical attribute-based encryption (CP-HABE)
scheme architecture.

based on the following characteristics: type of data access, architecture, type of revocation, revocation method, revocation security,
and revocation controller.
(1) Type of data access: there are two different type for ABE
access control, namely CP-ABE and KP-ABE. (i) In CP-ABE, the
user encrypts the data based on an associated access structure
over attributes while the user’s private key includes a number of
attributes. Therefore, to decrypt a ciphertext, the user’s attributes
must fulfill the ciphertext’s access structure. (ii) In KP-ABE, the
user’s private key is associated with access structure and the
ciphertext is labeled with a set of attributes. As a result, the user
can decrypt the message, if the key’s access structure is satisfied
by the attributes associated with a ciphertext.
(2) The architecture of ABE protocols falls into three categories,
such as centralized, decentralized and hierarchical. (i) The cen-

tralized architecture only has a central authority center who is in
charge of issuing the key for the users. The centralized architecture protocols discussed in [1–5]. (ii) The decentralized architecture consists of multi authorized authorities to share information
on the basis of policies of various organizations. The decentralized
architecture protocols discussed in [6–10]. (iii) Hierarchical: To improve the scalability and flexibility of ABE methods, and to support
one-to-many encryption feature, the users should be in a hierarchical structure.
(3) Type of revocation: one of the important issue in ABE
techniques is how to prevent the users from accessing the
ciphertext by revoking the user’s permissions or attributes. There
are two types of revocation, such as user revocation and attribute
revocation. (i) In the user revocation, the revocation controller unit
prevents a user from accessing a data by using the user revocation
mechanism. The algorithm discussed in [75,78,80]. (ii) In the
attribute revocation, the revocation controller unit eliminates the
attribute from a list of attributes of the user. The algorithm
discussed in [52–55].
(4) Revocation method: This characteristic indicates the various
methods that are used to revoke the user or attribute in the ABE
protocols. These revocation methods include time re-king, proxy
re-encryption, lazy revocation, LSSS matrix, and update key.
(5) Revocation Issue: applying CP-ABE method to control data
access in cloud storage systems leads into two main security
problems in terms of attribute revocation, such as backward issue
and forward issue. (i) Backward issue means the user who newly
joins system and has sufficient attributes is able to decrypt the
ciphertext and access to the plaintext of previous data published
before he holds the attribute, and (ii) Forward issue means the
user who revokes an attribute is able to access any new plaintext
and decrypt any new ciphertext that needs the dropped attribute
to decrypt. Since each attribute can be shared by multiple users,
revocation of an attribute or a user affects the other users.
(6) Revocation controller attribute who is responsible to
performing the attribute or user revocation mechanism. Most of
the time, data owner should revoke the user or attributes, for
example [54,55,70]. However, the data owner is able to delegate
the revocation task to the server [35,53] [35, 53] or the authorized
authority [52,72,78,80].
The comparison summary of attribute based encryption methods based on the important characteristics and requirements that
are presented in the thematic taxonomy are publicized in Table 2.

Fig. 9. Taxonomy of attribute-based access control in cloud computing.
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Table 2
Comparison of attribute based access control methods based on the thematic taxonomy.
Schemes

ABE type

Architecture

Backward
security

Forward
security

Revocation
Attribute

User

Method

Controller

No
No
No
Yes
Yes
No
No

No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No
No

No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No

Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes

Time rekeying
Time rekeying
Time rekeying; Binary tree
PRE
PRE
PRE
PRE

Authorized authority
Server
Authorized authority
Server
Owner
Owner
Owner

BSW [32]
PTMW [35]
BGK [52]
HN [53]
YJK [54]
CWM [55]
TH [57]

CP-ABE

K2C [60]
BH [62]

KP-ABE
Broadcast encryption

No
No

No
No

No
No

Yes
Yes

LRE
LRE

Owner
Owner

C [65]
MA-FIBE [66]
LCLS [69]

KP-ABE

No
No
No

No
No
No

No
No
No

No
No
No

–
–
–

–
–
–

No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
No

No
No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
No
No

No
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
No

No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No

–
LSSS matrix
Update key
LSSS matrix
PRE, LRE
PRE, Time rekeying
–
–

–
Owner
Authorized authority
Owner
Authorized authority
Authorized authority
Authorized authority
Authorized authority

Centralized

LW [70]
DACC [71]
DACMACS [72]
RSN [75]
HABE [78]
HASBE [80]
CP-HABE [86]
FH-CPABE [87]

Decentralized

CP-ABE
Hierarchical

Table 3
Performance comparison of the existing attribute-based access control methods for cloud computing.
Schemes

Ciphertext size

Rekeying size

Private key size

Public key size

Computation cost (ms)
DO

User

H [15]

(2t + 1) × C0 + C1 + CT

(m + 2) × C0

(2k + 2) × C0

C0 + C1

2t + 1.2

BSW [31]

(2t + 1) × C0 + C1 + CT

m × C0

(2k + 1) × C0 + CKek

C0 + C1

2t + 1.2

(5.8 + m) × k +
0.2 log t + 5.8
5.8k + 0.2 log t + 2.9

YWRL [33]

(u + 1) C0 + C1 + Ct

2umC0 + 2uCp

2.9u + k + 2.9

(CT + 3) C0 + C1 + CT

2r × log

(3u + 1) × C0 + C1


CT
u + 6 C0 + C1 + CP
t

u + 1.2

LLLS [36]

(2u + 1) × C0 + Ck


C
k + 3 + tT × log C0

2kt +3.2

2k2 + 5.8k + 14.5

OSW [37]

(2t + 1 + 3r )×C0 +C1 +CT

–

log n × (2k + 1) × Ckek

2t + 4.1

k2 + 8.9k

HN [51]

(2t + 1) × C0 + C1 + CT

(n − m)× log

(2k + 1)×C0 +log n×Ckek

(log n + 2n + 2) × C0 +
log n × C1
C0 + C1

2t + 1.2

6.8k + 0.2 log t + 2.9

SSW [61]

(2l + 1) × C0 + C1

–

(4t + 1) × C0

(l + 2) × C0 + C1

2t + 1

–

HABE [76]

Ct + r + 1

–

(|s| + 2) × n

(|s| + 2) × 2n

–

–

n
r

× C0

n
n− m

× CP

C0 : bit size of an element in G, m: the number of users in an attribute group, C1 : bit size of an element in GT , n: the number of all users in the system, CT : bit size of an access
tree T in the ciphertext, r: the number of revoked users, Ck ek: bit size of a KEK, k: the number of attributes associated with private key of a user, CP : bit size of an element in
ZP∗ , t: the number of attributes appeared in T , Ck : bit size of the attribute set associated with the attribute secret key of a user, l: the number of columns of an access structure
(in [61]), |s|: the size of an attribute set, u: the size of the attribute universe.

6. Performance evaluation
There are different parameters to evaluate the performance
of the existing attribute-based encryption methods in cloud
computing as follows: (1) Ciphertext size (communication cost):
The size of file that the data owner has to send to the cloud service
provider or the size of file that cloud service provider sends to
users, (2) Private key size (storage cost): It indicates the required
storage for each user to store the private key, (3) Public key size: It
shows the required storage to store the public key of authorities in
the ABE method, (4) Re-keying size: It indicates the size of the rekeying message that can be used to recognize the user revocation
for each attribute in the ABE system, (5) Computation cost on
the data owner: It indicates the required time to encrypt data
by a data owner, and (6) Computation cost on the user: It shows
the required time to decrypt data by a user. Table 3 depicts the
performance comparison of some of the existing method based on
the aforementioned parameters.
Table 4 compares the complexity of the existing ABE methods
for cloud computing based on communication cost (size of ciphertext); storage cost (public and private key size); computation cost

of data encryption and decryption on data owners and users; and
communication and computation cost of adding a new user, deleting an existing user who leaves the group, or updating the list of
users, which are incurred on the cloud service provider.
7. Open issues and challenges
Data access control is a very important issue, specifically in
cloud computing since the data owners’ delegate the management
of data to an un-trusted party. This section highlights some of the
most important challenges in deploying and utilizing the attributebased data access control in cloud and distributed computing.
Table 1 clearly shows the comparative analysis of the different
ABE techniques to discover the advantages and disadvantages, the
significance and requirements, and identifies the research gaps.
The three main issues and open challenges for further investigation
are deliberated as follows:
1. Lightweight data auditing approach for cloud and mobile cloud
computing: Recently, the majority of businesses and enterprise
consumers have outsourced their data to a remote cloud
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Table 4
Comparison of computation, communication, and storage cost of the existing attribute-based access control methods for cloud computing.
Schemes

GPSW [14]
BSW [31]
OSW [37]
ALP [40]
[42]
[63]
LCLS [64]
CC [67]
LW [68]

Commun. cost

Storage cost

Computation cost

Communication and computation cost on ABE center

Ciphertext size

Private key size

Public key size

DO

User

Adding user

Updating user

Deleting user

O (n c )
O (n c )
O (n c )
O (1 )
O (n c )
O (n c )
O (n a × n c )
O (n c )
O (n c )

O (n u )
O (m)
O (n u )
O (m × n u )
O (n u )
O (m)
O (n a × n u )
O (m)
O (n u )

O (m)
O (l)
O (m)
O (m)
O (m)
O (m)
O (m ×
 na )
O m2
O (m) O (nc )

O (n c )
O (n c )
O (n c )
O (m)
O (m)
O (n c )
O (m)
O (n c )
O (n c )

O (n c )
O (n c )
O (n c + n u )
O (n c )
O (n u )
O (n a × n c )
O (n c × n u )
O (n c )
O (n u )

O (n u )
O (m)
O (n u )
O (m × n u )
O (n u )
O (m)
O (na ×
 nu )
O m2
O (n × n u )

O (n)
O (n × m)
O (n × n u )
O (n × m × n u )
O (n × n u )
O (n )
O (n × na ×
 nu )
O n × m2

O (n × n u )
O (n × m )
O (n × n u )
O (n × m × nu )
O (n × n u )
O (n × m )
O (n × na ×
 nu )
O n × m2
O (n × n u )

n: the number of all users in the system, nc : the number of attributes associated with a ciphertext, m: the number of attributes in the system, nu : the number of users attribute
appeared in the system, na : the number of authorities.

storage server. To access the outsourced data, they mainly
use the resource-constrained mobile devices [57]. A significant
challenge in cloud and mobile cloud computing environment is
to develop a lightweight access control method to improve the
security of the outsourced data without any further limitation
and requirement. The lightweight data access control must
be subjected to minimize the number of transmissions and
computation overhead. Moreover, another important issue
is to provide the flexibility. The lightweight method needs
to support the fine-grained access control from multi-users.
One of the important solutions with respect to lightweight
access control in cloud and distributed computing is to employ
the computation delegation methods, such as [88–90]. By
Employing this technique, the user may be able to reduce the
computation cost and delegate the huge part of computation to
the trusted third party in cloud computing.
2. User revocation and attribute revocation: The ABE enables data
owners to encrypt the data based on a set of their attributes
before outsourcing the data to the cloud. The ABE method needs
to support the user revocation in which the data owner is
able to revoke a specific user. Moreover, attribute revocation
characteristic allows the data owner to revoke a group of users
who already have the revoked attribute. However, the majority
of the decentralized and hierarchical data access schemes
are not able to support the attribute revocation. The lazy
revocation is an applicable technique to achieve this goal with
minimum computation and communication overhead on the
client and server side and is applicable in cloud and distributed
computing [58].
3. Backward and forward security: The users who newly join the
system must not be able to decrypt the previously published
plaintext, although they have sufficient attributes to decrypt
such plaintext. On the other hand, when a specific attribute
is revoked, a group of users who had such attribute must be
unable to access any new plaintext and decrypt any new ciphertext by using the dropped attribute. These are two fundamental issues for proposing an ABE scheme, which are called
backward and forward issue, respectively. Although there are
some methods to prevent forward issue in centralized ABE
[63,64], most of the decentralized and hierarchical ABE methods are not yet able to prevent the forward and backward
issues and therefore these issues have not been addressed
yet.
8. Conclusion
This paper thoroughly discussed access control systems and a
wide range of attribute-based access control mechanisms applied
in cloud and distributed computing. We began by presenting the

concept of IBE and explaining the PRE and RBAC as three fundamental cryptographic techniques to provide a background for
attribute-based access control systems. The paper explored ABE
as a new type of IBE scheme. Moreover, we comprehensively surveyed the state-of-the-art attribute-based access control schemes
to devise a thematic taxonomy on the basis of several parameters
and characteristics. Furthermore, we classified the common frameworks and highlight the similarities and differences of different
ABE techniques. We analyzed ABE schemes to discover some of the
advantages and disadvantages, the significance and requirements,
and identified the research gaps. The paper also drew attention to
open issues and challenges more specifically in ABE schemes for
further investigations.
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